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Reviewer comments

In the present manuscript entitled ‘A brief overview on COVID-19 and its comparison with SARS, MERS, and H1N1, detail investigation of COVID-19 has been investigated along with its origin. Although the review article is interesting and provide useful information but there are many issues which should be addressed.

Manuscript has been written poorly and needs major revision. Some abbreviation used in the abstract should be written completely whenever used for the first time. Abstract should be precise and comprehensive. Many syntax errors have been found throughout the manuscript, few have been underline in the manuscript.

Some text from the website has been directly copied without rephrasing, which causes plagiarism issues. Plagiarism should be avoided. Reference format is not correct, in some references et al., has been used after 3 authors while in other after first author.

Author has been advised to carefully address all issues and revised this review article, it is not acceptable for publishing in the present form.